Learning Ladder – Maths
Pupils are assessed across five strands and must meet three assessment objectives in all
strands
AO1 Use and apply standard techniques
AO2 Reason, interpret and communicate mathematically
AO3 Solve problems within mathematics and in other contexts
Exam
Criteria

Number and
Algebra

Grade W

Pupils count, order, combine,
increase and decrease
quan44es when solving
problems in prac4cal contexts.
They read and write the
numbers involved. They
recognise and use a half.

Ra4o,
Propor4on and
rates of Change

Geometry

Sta4s4cs and
Probability

Using and
Applying

When working with 2-D and
3-D shapes, pupils use
mathema4cal language to
describe proper4es and
posi4ons. They measure and
order objects using direct
comparison, and order
events.

Pupils sort objects and
classify them, demonstra4ng
the criterion they have used.
They collect data to answer
ques4ons. They construct
simple pictograms, tally
charts and block diagrams

Pupils use mathema4cs as
an integral part of classroom
ac4vi4es. They represent
their work with objects or
pictures and discuss it. They
recognise and use simple
paEerns or rela4onships

Grade 0

Pupils count sets of objects
reliably, and use mental recall
of addi4on and subtrac4on
facts to 20 and mental
mul4plica4on and division for
2, 5 and 10s. They begin to
understand the place value of
each digit in a number and
use this to order numbers up
to 100. They choose the
appropriate opera4on when
solving addi4on and
subtrac4on problems. They
know subtrac4on is the
inverse of addi4on, and
understand that mul4plica4on
is commuta4ve. They solve
calcula4ons in mul4plica4on
and division within the
mul4plica4on tables. They
recognise halves and quarters
and apply them to small
quan44es. They recognise
sequences of numbers,
including odd and even
numbers.

Pupils use mathema4cal
names for common 3-D and 2D shapes and describe their
proper4es, including numbers
of faces, edges and ver4ces.
They dis4nguish between
straight and turning
movements, recognise angle
as a measurement of turn,
and right angles in turns. They
begin to use every-day nonstandard and standard units
to measure length and mass.

Pupils sort objects and
classify them using more
than one criterion. When
they have gathered
informa4on to answer a
ques4on or explore a
situa4on, pupils record
results in simple lists, tables,
diagrams and bar charts, in
order to communicate their
ﬁndings.

Pupils select the
mathema4cs they use in
some classroom ac4vi4es.
They discuss their work
using mathema4cal
language and are beginning
to represent it using symbols
and simple diagrams. They
explain why an answer is
correct.

Grade 1

Pupils show understanding of Pupils use the language of
place value in numbers up to
“in every” and “for every”
1000 and use this to make
when describing paEerns.
approxima4ons. They use
decimal nota4on in the
context of measures and
money, and recognise
nega4ve numbers in prac4cal
contexts such as temperature.
Pupils use mental recall of
addi4on and subtrac4on facts
to 20 in solving problems
involving larger numbers.
They add and subtract
numbers with two digits
mentally and three digits
using wriEen methods. They
use mental recall of the 2, 3,
4, 5, 8 and 10 mul4plica4on
tables and derive the
associated division facts. They
solve whole-number problems
involving mul4plica4on or
division including those that
give rise to remainders. They
use simple frac4ons that are
several parts of a whole and
recognise when two simple
frac4ons are equivalent. They
solve simple missing number
calcula4ons using the 4 rules.

Pupils classify 3-D and 2-D
shapes in various ways using
mathema4cal proper4es such
as reﬂec4ve symmetry for 2-D
shapes. They recognise and
use terms such as horizontal,
ver4cal, parallel and
perpendicular, and can classify
angle types. They use nonstandard units, standard
metric units of length
including ﬁnding perimeters,
capacity and mass, and
standard units of 4me, in a
range of contexts.

Pupils extract and interpret
informa4on presented in
simple tables and lists. They
construct charts and
diagrams to communicate
informa4on they have
gathered for a purpose, and
they interpret informa4on
presented to them in this
form. Pupils understand and
use basic language of
likelihood.

Pupils try diﬀerent
approaches and ﬁnd ways of
overcoming diﬃcul4es that
arise when they are solving
problems. They are
beginning to organise their
work and check results.
Pupils discuss their
mathema4cal work and are
beginning to explain their
thinking. They use and
interpret mathema4cal
symbols and diagrams.
Pupils show that they
understand a general
statement by ﬁnding
par4cular examples that
match it.

Grade 2

Pupils use their understanding
of place value to mentally
mul4ply and divide whole
numbers by 10 or 100. When
solving number problems,
they use a range of mental
methods of computa4on with
the four opera4ons, including
mental recall of mul4plica4on
facts up to 12 x 12 and quick
deriva4on of corresponding
division facts. They select
eﬃcient strategies for
addi4on, subtrac4on,
mul4plica4on and division.
They recognise approximate
propor4ons of a whole and
use simple frac4ons and
percentages to describe
these. They begin to use
simple formulae expressed in
words. They recognise
proper4es of numbers
including squares, factors and
mul4ples.

Pupils solve problems
involving the rela4ve sizes
of two quan44es where
missing values can be
found by using integer
mul4plica4on and division
facts

Pupils use and make
geometric 2-D and 3-D
paEerns, scale drawings and
models in prac4cal contexts.
They reﬂect simple shapes in
a mirror line and translate
objects. They choose and use
appropriate units and tools,
interpre4ng, with appropriate
accuracy, numbers on a range
of measuring instruments.
They ﬁnd perimeters and
areas of simple shapes.

Pupils generate and answer
ques4ons that require the
collec4on of discrete data
recording in a frequency
table. They understand and
use an average and range to
describe sets of data. They
group data in equal class
intervals, represent collected
data in frequency diagrams
and interpret such diagrams.
They construct and interpret
simple line graphs. Pupils
understand and use the
probability scale.

Pupils develop their own
strategies for solving
problems and use them in
mathema4cs, and in
applying mathema4cs to
prac4cal contexts. When
solving problems they check
their results are reasonable
by considering the context.
They look for paEerns and
rela4onships, presen4ng
informa4on and results in a
clear and organised way.
They search for a solu4on by
trying out ideas of their own.

Grade 3

Pupils use their understanding
of place value to mul4ply and
divide whole numbers and
decimals. They read, write,
order, compare and round
numbers up to a million. They
order, add and subtract
nega4ve numbers in context.
They use all four opera4ons
with decimals, frac4ons and
percentages. They calculate
frac4onal or percentage parts
of quan44es and
measurements. They add and
subtract frac4ons with
common denominators, and
recognise decimal and
percentage equivalents. They
construct, express in symbolic
form and use simple formulae
involving one or two
opera4ons. They use brackets
appropriately and simplify
simple algebraic expressions.
They use and interpret
coordinates in all four
quadrants, and generate and
describe arithme4c
progressions.

Pupils use ra4o nota4on,
including reduc4on to
simplest form. They
divide a given quan4ty
into two parts in a given
part:part or part:whole
ra4os. They solve simple
problems involving ra4o
and direct propor4on.

Pupils measure and draw
angles to the nearest degree
and use the language of
angles. They know the angle
sum of a triangle, angles at a
point and angles on a straight
line. They iden4fy all the
symmetries of 2-D shapes.
They can apply all the
transforma4ons. They convert
one metric unit to another.
They make sensible es4mates
of a range of measures in
rela4on to everyday
situa4ons. They understand
and use the formula for the
area of a rectangle.

Pupils understand and use
the mean of discrete data.
They compare simple
distribu4ons using the range
and an average. They
interpret graphs and
diagrams, including pie
charts, and draw
conclusions. They ﬁnd and
jus4fy probabili4es and
approxima4ons to these by
selec4ng and using methods
based on equally likely
outcomes and experimental
evidence, as appropriate.
They understand that
diﬀerent outcomes may
result from repea4ng an
experiment.

In order to tackle problems
or explore mathema4cal
situa4ons pupils iden4fy the
mathema4cal aspects and
obtain necessary
informa4on. They calculate
accurately, using ICT where
appropriate. They check
their working and results,
considering whether these
are sensible. They show
understanding of situa4ons
by describing them
mathema4cally using
symbols, words and
diagrams. They draw simple
conclusions of their own and
explain their reasoning.

Grade 4

Pupils order and approximate
decimals when solving
numerical problems and
equa4ons, using trial and
improvement methods. They
evaluate one number as a
frac4on or percentage of
another. They understand and
use the equivalences between
frac4ons, decimals and
percentages. They add and
subtract frac4ons with
diﬀerent denominators, and
mul4ply simple frac4ons.
They ﬁnd and describe in
words the rule for the next
term or nth term of a
sequence where the rule is
linear. They construct and
solve linear equa4ons with
whole-number coeﬃcients.
They represent mappings
expressed algebraically, use
Cartesian coordinates to plot
graphs, and understand y =
mx + c as a straight line.

Pupils calculate using
ra4os in appropriate
situa4ons. They express
the division of a quan4ty
into two parts as a ra4o;
apply ra4o to real
contexts and problems
(such as those involving
conversion, comparison,
scaling, mixing,
concentra4ons). They
solve propor4onal
reasoning problems and
express a mul4plica4ve
rela4onship between two
quan44es as a ra4o or a
frac4on.

Pupils use common 2-D
representa4ons of 3-D
objects. They know and use
the proper4es of
quadrilaterals. They solve
problems using angle and
symmetry, proper4es of
polygons and angle proper4es
of intersec4ng and parallel
lines, and explain these
proper4es. They enlarge
shapes given a centre of
enlargement and a posi4ve
scale factor. They understand
and ﬁnd the circumferences
and areas of circles, areas of
plane rec4linear ﬁgures and
volumes of cuboids. They
know the exact values of sin
θ, cos θ and tan θ for θ = 0°,
30°, 45°, 60° and 90° Pupils
understand and use
congruence and mathema4cal
similarity. They use sine,
cosine and tangent in rightangled triangles when solving
problems in two dimensions

Pupils collect and record
con4nuous data, choosing
equal class intervals to
create frequency tables.
They construct and interpret
frequency diagrams and pie
charts. They draw
conclusions from scaEer
diagrams, and have a basic
understanding of
correla4on. When dealing
with a combina4on of two
events, they iden4fy all the
outcomes. They use the total
probability of all the
mutually exclusive outcomes
of an experiment is 1 to
solve problems

Pupils carry out substan4al
tasks and solve quite
complex problems by
independently and
systema4cally breaking them
down into smaller, more
manageable tasks. They
interpret, discuss and
synthesise informa4on
presented in a variety of
mathema4cal forms, rela4ng
ﬁndings to the original
context. Their wriEen and
spoken language explains
and informs their use of
diagrams. They begin to give
mathema4cal jus4ﬁca4ons.

Grade 5

When making es4mates,
pupils round to one signiﬁcant
ﬁgure and mul4ply and divide
mentally. They understand the
eﬀects of mul4plying and
dividing by numbers between
0 and 1. They solve numerical
problems involving
mul4plica4on and division
with numbers of any size,
using a calculator eﬃciently
and appropriately. They ﬁnd
and describe in symbols the
next term or nth term of a
sequence where the rule is
quadra4c. They plot and use
graphs of quadra4c func4ons.
They use algebraic and
graphical methods to solve
simultaneous linear equa4ons
in two variables.

Pupils understand and use
propor4onal changes,
calcula4ng the result of
any propor4onal change
using only mul4plica4ve
methods. They
understand and use
compound measures,
such as speed, unit pricing
and density to solve
problems. They use scale
factors, scale diagrams
and maps. They compare
lengths, areas and
volumes using ra4o
nota4on.

Pupils understand and apply
Pythagoras’ theorem when
solving problems in 2-D. They
calculate lengths, areas and
volumes in plane shapes and
right prisms. They enlarge
shapes by a frac4onal scale
factor, and appreciate the
similarity of the resul4ng
shapes. They determine the
locus of an object moving
according to a rule. They
appreciate the imprecision of
measurement. They use sine,
cosine and tangent in rightangled triangles when solving
problems in two dimensions.

Pupils specify hypotheses
and test them by using
appropriate methods that
take account of variability/
bias. They ﬁnd the modal
class and es4mate the mean,
median and range of sets of
grouped data, selec4ng the
sta4s4c most appropriate to
their line of enquiry. They
use measures of average and
range, with frequency
polygons to compare
distribu4ons and make
inferences. They understand
rela4ve frequency as an
es4mate of probability and
use this to compare
outcomes of experiments.

Star4ng from problems or
contexts that have been
presented to them, pupils
explore the eﬀects of varying
values and look for
invariance in models and
representa4ons. They
progressively reﬁne or
extend the mathema4cs
used, giving reasons for their
choice of mathema4cal
presenta4on and explaining
features they have selected.
They jus4fy their
generalisa4ons, arguments
or solu4ons. They appreciate
the diﬀerence between
mathema4cal explana4on
and experimental evidence.

Grade 6

Pupils solve problems that
involve calcula4ng with
powers, roots and numbers
expressed in standard form,
and calculate exactly with
surds and π. They evaluate
algebraic formulae or
calculate one variable, given
the others, subs4tu4ng
frac4ons, decimals and
nega4ve numbers. They
manipulate algebraic
formulae, equa4ons and
expressions, ﬁnding common
factors and mul4plying two
linear expressions. They solve
quadra4c func4ons by
factorisa4on. They solve
inequali4es in two variables.
They sketch and interpret
graphs of linear, quadra4c,
cubic and reciprocal func4ons,
and graphs that model real
situa4ons.

Pupils choose to use
frac4ons or decimals to
solve problems involving
repeated propor4onal
changes or the calcula4on
of the original quan4ty
given the result of a
propor4onal change. They
make links to similarity,
including trigonometric
ra4os and scale factors.

Pupils understand and use
congruence and mathema4cal
similarity. Pupils use
Pythagoras’ theorem to solve
problems in 2-D /3-D

Pupils interpret and
construct cumula4ve
frequency tables and
diagrams. They es4mate the
median and interquar4le
range and use these to
compare distribu4ons and
make inferences. They
understand how to calculate
the probability of a
compound event and use
this in solving problems.

Pupils develop and follow
alterna4ve approaches. They
compare and evaluate
representa4ons of a
situa4on, using a range of
mathema4cal techniques.
They reﬂect on their own
lines of enquiry. They
communicate mathema4cal
meaning through precise
and consistent use of
symbols. They examine
generalisa4ons or solu4ons
and make progress in the
ac4vity as a result. They
comment construc4vely on
the reasoning and logic, the
process employed and the
results obtained.

Grade 7

Pupils understand and use
ra4onal and irra4onal
numbers. They determine the
bounds of intervals. In
simplifying algebraic
expressions, they use rules of
indices for nega4ve and
frac4onal values. In ﬁnding
formulae that approximately
connect data, they express
general laws in symbolic form.
They ra4onalise algebraic
frac4ons involving surds.

Pupils understand that X
is inversely propor4onal
to Y is equivalent to X is
propor4onal to 1/Y, and
understand and use direct
and inverse propor4on.

They understand and apply
the circle theorems to solve
geometrical problems. They
construct formal geometric
proofs. They calculate lengths
of circular arcs and areas of
sectors. They appreciate the
con4nuous nature of
measurements. They use
vectors to solve simple
problems.

Pupils understand how
diﬀerent methods of
sampling and diﬀerent
sample sizes may aﬀect the
reliability of conclusions
drawn. They select and
jus4fy a sample and method,
including es4ma4ng
popula4ons by using the
capture/recapture method.

Pupils cri4cally examine the
strategies adopted when
inves4ga4ng within
mathema4cs itself or when
using mathema4cs to
analyse tasks. They explain
why diﬀerent strategies were
used, considering the
elegance and eﬃciency of
alterna4ve lines of enquiry
or procedures.

Grade 8

Pupils solve simultaneous
equa4ons in two variables
where one equa4on is linear
and the other is quadra4c.
They prove algebraic results
with rigorous and logical
mathema4cal arguments.
They solve problems using
intersec4ons and gradients of
graphs. They work with
general itera4ve processes.
Pupils expand two or more
binomials.

Pupils interpret equa4ons
that describe direct and
inverse propor4on. and
recognise and interpret
graphs that illustrate
direct and inverse
propor4on.

Pupils sketch the graphs of
sine, cosine and tangent
func4ons for any angle, and
generate and interpret graphs
based on these func4ons.
They use sine, cosine and
tangent of angles of any size.
They calculate the surface
area of cylinders and volumes
of cones and spheres. .

Pupils interpret and
construct histograms with
unequal intervals. They
es4mate the median, mean
and quar4les on a histogram
with unequal intervals. They
recognise when and how to
work with probabili4es
associated with
independent, mutually
exclusive events. Pupils
construct equa4ons that
describe direct and inverse
propor4on

Pupils apply the
mathema4cs they know in a
wide range of familiar and
unfamiliar contexts. They
use mathema4cal language
and symbols eﬀec4vely in
presen4ng a convincing,
reasoned argument. Their
reports include
mathema4cal jus4ﬁca4ons,
dis4nguishing between
evidence and proof and
explaining their solu4ons to
problems involving a number
of features or variables.

Grade 9

They interpret the reverse
process as the ‘inverse
func4on’; interpret the
succession of two func4ons as
a ‘composite func4on’. They
interpret the gradient at a
point on a curve as the
instantaneous rate of change
and apply the concepts of
average and instantaneous
rate of change in numerical,
algebraic and graphical
contexts. They ﬁnd
approximate solu4ons to
equa4ons numerically using
itera4on.

They set up, solve and
interpret the answers in
growth and decay
problems, including
compound interest

They use vectors to solve
more complex geometrical
problems.

They interpret the gradient
at a point on a curve as the
instantaneous rate of
change; apply the concepts
of average and
instantaneous rate of change
(gradients of chords and
tangents) in numerical,
algebraic and graphical
contexts.

Pupils prove the standard
circle theorems concerning
angles, radii, tangents and
chords, and use them to
prove related results. They
use vectors to construct
geometric arguments and
proofs.

